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An analysis is performed of the fuzzy logic controller which results in the identity between this 
controller and a multilevel relay. This tool is used in stability analysis. 

1. Introduction 

In previous articles a fuzzy logic controller has been proposed I-1,2, 3]. The basic idea 
behind this approach was to incorporate the "experience" of a human process operator 
in the design of the controller. From a set of linguistic rules which describe the 
operator's control strategy a control algorithm is constructed where the words are 
defined as fuzzy sets. The main advantages of this approach seem to be the possibility of 
implementing "rule of the thumb" experience, intuition, heuristics and the fact that it 
does not need a model of the process. This new approach is receiving more and more 
attention, not only in test cases but also in real industrial applications !-4, 5.6]. 

An often remarked disadvantage ot the method, however, seems to be the lack of 
appropriate tools for analysis of the controllers performance, such as stability, 
optimality, etc. 

Up till now, apart from some generalapproaches to fuzzy systems (see e.g. [71Ch. 4), 
the main analytical support of this type of controllers is to be found in the investigations 
of the underlying logical structure [8, 9]. 

In this paper the stability analysis of the fuzzy logic controllers is treated in two 
stages. By applying fuzzy logic to the linguistic controller rules it is shown that under 
fairly general conditions the fuzzy controller is identical to a multilevel relay [ I0]. This 
reduces the controller to a conventional nonlinear controller. Herefore we can use the 
techniques of nonlinear control theory. The particular stability analysis that we will 
focus upon uses the describing function technique. 

2. The fuzzy logic controller 

The fuzzy control algorithm used in this research is based on the two concepts of the 
fuzzy implication and the compositional rule of inference. As this algorithm is clearly 
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explained in previous reports [1, 2, 3] only a brief formal description will be presented 
here. 

1. The membership function of a fuzzy implication S" if A then B, given the fuzzy set 
A of the universe of discourse X and the fuzzy set B of Y, is defined by 

Its(y, x)=min[/~A(x);/~B0')], x~X, y¢ Y. (1) 

2. Given a fuzzy implication S: if A then B, the fuzzy set B' inferred by a certain 
(given) fuzzy set A', where A and A' are fuzzy sets of the universe of discourse X, while B 
and B' are fuzzy sets of Y, has a membership function defined by 

#B,(y)=maxmin[#a,(X);#~(y,x)], xeX, ye  Y. (2) 
x 

This is called the compositional rule of inference [11]. 

Based on these two definitions one can represent in an exact mathematical sense a 
system which is merely described by a set of linguistic rules, such as 

if "input is big" then "output is medium" 
or (else) 

if "input is medium" then "output is small" 
etc., 

where the or (else)connective is interpreted in the t:sual sense [11], so that a fuzzy 
implication S composed oftwo implications-if A 1 then B1, or (else) if A 2 then B2, has the 
membership t'unction 

/~, (y, x )=  max[min[ltA, (x); #a, (Y)]; min IRA2( x);/~B2(Y)]]" (3) 

In the considered fuzzy controllers the inputs were measured quantities, hence not 
fuzzy. Interpreting such an input as a "degenerated" fuzzy set A' with all membership 
values #A,(X) equal to zero, except the value at the measured point Xo" #A'(Xo) which is 
equal to one, the compositional rule of inference reduces to 

#B'(Y)= max mini#A, (x); #~(y, x)], 
x 

= min[pA,(xo ); #~(y, Xo )], 

=/ts(y, xo). (4) 

Furthermore, the outputs of the fuzzy controller had to assume deterministic, non 
fuzzy values. A decision procedure was to be determined as to decide which particular 
value had to be chosen from the fuzzy output set of the described algorithm. This point 
requires some attention because it appeared that the way of analysing a fuzzy controller 
mainly relies on the particular decision procedure adapted, 
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There are numerous possibilities for deciding in a fuzzy set/~n,(Y) which particular 
Yo 6 Y is its good representative. One of the easiest ways is simply to take that value Yo 
at which the membership function is maximal" i.e. Yo at which 

#Xn, (yo) = max #Xn,(y). (5) 
Y 

However, this procedure is not unique when there is more than one maximum 
membership value. This can be solved by taking the mean of the maxima: i.e. Yo for 
which 

J 

Yo = ~ YflJ, where/lz,(yj) = max #xe,(y). (6) 
j = l  y 

3. Multilevel relay analogy 

A feature which has been noticed in previous research where the controllers had 
continuous input ranges and a (partial or complete) single-input-single-output 
structure [3], was that the actual behavior of those fuzzy controllers was similar to that 
of a multilevel relay when the before mentioned mean of maxima decision procedure 
was used. 

This multilevel relay similarity also becomes apparent when we present the linguistic 
rules of the controller in the tbrm of a "phase plane" matrix. 

In Fig. 1 we represent the rules of the fuzzy logic controller used in [ l ,  2] in this 
matrix form: the entries are the different fuzzy input sets for error and change of error, 
and the cells in the matrix are the corresponding fuzzy outPut sets for change of plant 
input. E.g. cell (NS, PS)= NO represents the rule: if"error is NS" then (if"change in 
error is PS" then "change in action is NO"), where: 

PB: positive big, 
PM: positive medium, 
PS: positive small, 
P0: positive zero, 
(analogously for negative). 

PB 

PM 

PS 

PO 

N O  

NS 

NM 

NB j 

chcinge in error 
NB NM NS NO PS PM PB 

• i | 

PS NO NM 
.J 

PM PS NONS 

RVl NO 

PB PM 

NM 

NS 

/ i ' l  I "  i ~  

Fig. 1. Matrix representation of fuzzy rules. 
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We see that this is apparently a linguistic multilevel relay: the (linguistic) input area is 
divided in regions with the same (linguistic) output. 

The fuzzy controller however does not only behave as a linguistic multilevel relay, it 
actually behaves as a real multilevel relay. In ease of a single-input-single-output 
controller the following happens: 

The fuzzy sets defined on the input range X induce a partition of that input X into 
regions (see Fig. 2). 

There is a classification of an input into labelled regions according to the fuzzy set 
where that input belongs; "belongs" has to be interpreted to mean "has the highest 
membership value". Hence, the points of intersection of neighbouring membership 
functions are the boundaries between these regions (Fig. 2). 

p(x) 
zero smoll medium big 

I 

, ,  0 ~!= _~ , , _!= _--x 

x I x2 x 3 input 

Fig. 2. Regions corresponding to fuzzy input sets. 

Thus labelled, the fuzzy rule corresponding to that (fuzzy) input label gives the 
appropriate implied fuzzy output set. Finally it appears that that particular output 
action is taken where the appropriate fuzzy membership function is maximal (see Fig. 
3). 

p(¢) 

zero small medium big 
I 

0 I , ~ . : - - -y 

Yo Y, Y2 ootp t Y3 

Fig. 3. Actions corresponding to fuzzy output sets. 

l~esuming, the algorithm acts as follows: 
The input range is divided into regions and the output range is reduced to points; 

according to the region where the input falls, one output is chosen. Hence the input- 
output function of this fuzzy control algorithm is that of Fig. 4. This is obviously a 
multilevel relay. 

We will subsequently show under which conditions this identity between a fuzzy 
algorithm and a multilevel relay actually holds. The reader is refered to the Appendix 
for the extensive proof of this identity; here only a short outline of the proof and the 
results will be presented. 
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4 .a  

o.Y 
8 
Y3 

Yi 

Yo 

i 
I 
I 

'L 

input 

Fig. 4. Input-output  function. 

Assume the fuzzy control algorithm consists of N rules Si, i = 1, 2,..., N of the single- 
input-single-output form: if Ai then B~. The fuzzy sets A~ are defined on the input 
support set X, and the fuzzy sets B~ on the output support set Y. Assume furthermore 
that the action is chosen according to the mean of maxima decision procedure. 

So take action 

J 
yj/J 

j = l  

for which 

#B,(yj)=max #B, (y) = max/z,(y, xo) 
y y 

= max max min[/~a,(Xo); #ei(y)] i=  1,2,... ,N. (7) 
y i 

Assume that: 
{a) all fuzzy output sets are normal 

which means that their membership functions attain the value one for at least one y. Now 
eq. 7 can be proved to be identical to 

max minimax #A,(Xo); /~n,o(Y)], (8) 
r i 

where io is determined from #aio(XO) = max/#Ai(Xo). 

This latter formula (8) implies that one first decides to which input set Aio the input Xo 
"belongs" and only works out the corresponding rule (rule number io). By examining 
the resulting fuzzy output set Bio, it can be shown that the final computed control action 
Yd will be the point at which 

#8,o(yd) = max #B,o(Y) 
y 

when one of the following (sufficient) conditions is satisfied" 

(bl) PA,o(Xo) = 1, 

(b2)  / taio(y)  is symmetrical around its maximum Yd" 
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Some additional facts can be shown as well: 

- -when max~ #,,,(xo)= #A, (Xo) for several different io the final output ya will be the 
O o . 

mean of the several correspond:rig maxima Ya. 

--when a fuzzy output set is not symmetrical, the algorithm remains a multilevel 
relay in all other regions. 

Note that the fact that the input lies at a unity membership function point is highly 
improbable in the continuous case and can easily be made impossible in the discrete 
case. 

3.1. Multiple inputs 
The fuzzy control algorithms which have been implemented in [1, 2, 31 had a two- 

input-single-output structure with rules of the form: if A then (if B then C), so that the 
algorithm is defined as follows (compare with eq. 7). Take action 

J 

E y;J 
j = l  

for which 

PB, (.Vj) = max lte,(y) - max max = min[/tA,(Xo ); l~B,(dxo );/~c,(Y)]- 
y y i 

(9) 

It can be shown, that in this two-input case the foregoing identity with a multilevel 
relay--now two dimensional--still holds under the conditions (see Appendix): 

(a) all fuzzy output sets Ci are normal: maxr Pc,(Y) = 1 and one of the two conditions" 

(bl) #A,o(XO) = 1 and #a,o(dX o) = 1, 

(b2) The fuzzy output membership function #Cio(Y) is symmetrical around its 
maximum, 

with tile extra condition for the two-input case 

(c) The algorithm consists of an exhaustive set of linguistic rules; there is a rule for 
every possible combination of fuzzy input sets (Ai and Bj). 

The extepsion of these conditions to a multiple input case is straightforward, as can 
be seen from the proof in the Appendix. 

4. Properties o f  a multi level relay: Describing function 

One of the tools for analyzing nonlinear systems, especially sustained oscillations, is 
the describing function techni0ue [12]. We assume thai the multilevel relay is 
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symmetrical with respect to zero. We can subdivide this multilevel relay element into 
the nonlinear elements of Fig. 5, and one final relay with dead zone XN. 

- xi÷ I 

c~Y 
0 

Yi ----  

- X i 

-Yi 

x i x i+ I 

input 

~X 

Fig. 5. Nonlinear element. 

The elements have a describing function 

DF = 5 [ x / x 2  x2 - x ~ -  x2+,] '  (lO) 

(as can easily be obtained by subtracting the DF's of two relays with dead zone) and the 
final relay with dead zone for the last level YN has a describing function 

DF 4yNX/~--X2. 
- -  7 t X 2  

(11) 

Hence a general multilevel relay with N input levels xl ...,XN and N corresponding 
output levels Yl...  YN has a describing function defined by 

DF 4 yi[x/x2_x2_x/x2_x~+ ] +yN X / ~ _ X 2  " - ~  I ( 1 2 )  
- - ~ X  2 Ii=i 

In the case no dead zone exists, take x~ =0. This describing function has a configuration 
as shown in Fig. 6. 

D F  D F  

0 

~ n~ 

I I 

'. t --X 
x 3 

0 

dead zone 

°×l 

Fig. 6. Describing function multi(3)ievel relay. 
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When the quantization levels xi lie very near to each other we get the DF configuration 
of Fig. 7, and when the levels xi lie far from each other we get Fig. 8. 

DF 

O 
O 

I 

5 "2"3 

rr 1̂ 

DF 

,,x 0 

. . . .  2 Y..._¢~ - - -  

0 Xl x2 x3 

Fig. 7. Xi~X,_~X3.  Fig. 8. XI~,X2~X3. 

~× 

5. The Prediction of oscillations 

The describing function of this nonlinear element can now be used to analyse the 
existence of autonomous oscillations in a feedback system which this element is part of. 
Assuming that the transfer function H (./to) of the linear part of the system acts as a low 
pass filter, the input to the element can be considered to be sinusoidal, hence the DF 
technique applies. Then a sufficient condition for the existence of sustained oscillations 
in this feedback system is: H (jto) = - 1/DF. 

In this case study the linear part of the system was a dead time system with one time 
constant. 

-jo~ Td) (13) H (joJ ).=KeX~log + a ) • 

Because of the absence of an imaginary part in the DF of the multilevel relay, the 
condition for oscillation will always occur at/__ H (jo~) = - n. For this particular system 
this condition can easily be calculated to occur when 

O3 
- - - .  (14) tg(ogrd)= a 

This equation can be displayed graphically by plotting tg(toTd) and to/a in one graph 
(Fig, 9). 
It is dear  that when a is small (say l/a>> Td) the condition can be approximated by 

7~ 
o~ = (k +½)-~d, k=O, 1,2,... ,  (15) 
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Fig. % 
t D  

Graphical solution of tgtoTa = - - -  
O 

Then the system gain will become 

(OK 
H(jto) = a2 +(02. (16) 

An experiment was carried out to verify whether oscillations of a fuzzy 
controller/multilevel relay could be predicted. The above mentioned linear system was 
simulated using fourth order Runge-Kutta integration. 

Time constant a = 0.05 sec- 1, 
system gain K =0.05, 
time delay Td = 12 sec. 

hence the (lowest) frequency of oscillation will be 

7f 
( / )  - - -  ~ 

24 
(48 sec cycle period), 

(note that indeed 1/a>> Td). The system gain is then 

H(j(0) =0.34. 

Assuming that the input levels of the relay lie far from each other, the maximal DF can 
be approximated as follows (see Fig. 8) 

2 Yl 
first level DF = -  ~ ,  

/t X 1 

second level D F -  
2 Y 2 - Y t  

It X 2 

2 Y a - Y 2  
third level O F -  

• ~ X3 
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An oscillation should theoretic~lly occur when H (joJ)= - 1/DF. 
The three multilevel relays which were implemented had a configuration of 

ouantization levels as summarized in Table I where the maximal DF has been filled in 
at the level where it occurs. The results of the oscillation experiments are summarized in 
Table 2. 

Table 1 

Multilevel relay configurations 

Input levels Output levels Maximal DF 

1 4.4 2.78 
9 30.8 

10 35.2 

First 
type 

Second 1 2.9 
type 4 16.4 

10 28.7 
2.17 

Third 1 2.9 
type 2 6.2 

10 41.0 2.63 

Table 2 

Results of lest case 

_ _  

First type Second type Third type 

1 ;aeory Practice Theory Practice Theory Practice 

DF-  1 0.34 0.36 0.34 0.46 0.34 0.38 
ampl. 1.4 1.4 5.6 5.4 14.1 13.5 
period 48 44 48 44 48 44 

The differences between the theoretically predicted results and the actually measured 
results can partially be accounted for by the assumed approximations, but this does not 
seem meaningful since the DF method is itself an approximation, especially in this test 
case with only a first order system. 

Further decrease of the input-output level ratio resulted in oscillations of higher 
amplitude but with identical frequency, which matches with theory [12]. Increase of 
level ratio suppressed the oscillations. 

These facts affirm the theorem that in general a N-level relay (with dead zone) will 
enable 2 N possible oscillations, of which N cases are unstable (lower amplitude) and N 
stable (higher amplitude). Obviously a sufficient (but too strong) condition to avoid 
oscillations is too choose Yi and xi such that for all i, 2yi/(nx~) is smaller than ]H (jco)l at 
/ H(ioJ) = - ft. In case there is no dead zone 2N - 1 oscillations are possible, N stable 
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and N -  1 unstable and at least one oscillation (the lowest amplitude) can never be 
avoided. 

6. Discussion 

The identity between the fuzzy algorithm and the multilevel relay that we have 
proven, is rather general. 

The particular nonlinear control technique that we used--the describing function 
technique--is however rather restricted. At first the technique relies on the assumption 
of a low-pass linear system, hence sinusoidal inputs. A first order system is not a very 
good low pass filter. (This might account for the fairly large differences between the 
characteristics of the predicted and the actual oscil|ations.) 

Secondly the describing function technique as used above, only applies to the single- 
input case. Deriving describing functions for a multidimensional multilevel relay is 
generally speaking not so meaningful. 

Luckily the describing function technique is only one of the tools available to 
investigate nonlinear systems. Another well known method is the state space approach. 
By constructing state trajectories a general view of the system can be obtained. The 
extension of the phase plane investigations of a relay with dead zone is straightforward. 
Exactly as in the case of a relay with dead zone, possible steady state errors can be 
explained by constructing the trajectories in the phase plane by means of the isocline 
methode (see e.g. [13] p. 274). However, the phase plane method restricts the 
investigatable linear parts of the system to second order, hence a stability investigation 
is not applicable. 

Because the nonlinear element--the fuzzy algorithm .... cannot be described by an 
analytical function, most of the modern nonlinear system theory is not applicable. Only 

. 

in the single-input-single-output case could methods like the stability criterion of 
Popov be used as well. 

Generallv speaking the analysis of fuzzy controllers by means of nonlinear control 
theory can never be general, simply because a general theory of nonlinear control 
systems does not exist. 

If we look for generality a possible alternative way of analyzing fuzzy controllers 
might be to start from Boolean or lattice algebra especially matrix algebra, h~ the case 
of discrete fuzzy sets, the controller namely comes down to a fuzzy relation matrix. 

Some examples of this type of approach can be found in [ 14, 15]. A less abstract 
investigation of the fuzzy controller relation matrix is performed in [16]. However, 
these studies have not yet resulted in conclusions about typical control properties such 
as stability. 

7. Conclusion 

Using the mean of maxima decision procedure at the end of the fuzzy control 
algorithm it has been shown that the controller is identical to a multilevel relay under 
certain conditions. This is done by consequently applying the principles of fuzzy logic 
to the linguistic rule structure of the fuzzy controller. 
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Given the plant model the way is now opened to investigate the nonlinear control 
system in an analytical way. One particular analytical technique from nonlinear control 
theory has been investigated more thoroughly, namely the describing function 
technique. With this tool a frequency domain stability analysis has been carried out. The 
theoretical results of this analysis fitted the practical results. Because the describing 
function technique puts some restrictions to the order of the system and the 
dimensionality of the inputs, several other methods from nonlinear control theory have 
also been discussed. Moreover another more general approach to the analysis of fuzzy 
logic control has been discussed. 

8. Appendix 

The fuzzy control algorithm is defined by" 

Take action 

J 

E ydJ 
j = l  

for which 

#B'(Y~ )= max max min[/ta,(Xo); #m(Y )], 
y i 

i=  1,2,...,N. 

Now assume that all fuzzy output sets Bi are normal, which means that 

Vi, 9y: m a x  f tB i (y )  = 1. 
r 

For a normal fuzzy membership function 

(AI) 

Hence 

maxmin[a;g(y)]=a, ae[0,  1]. (A2) 
Y 

max max min[#A,(xo ); #Bi(Y)] = max max min[#A,(xo); #B~(Y)] 
v i i y 

= max gAi(Xo) = I~Aio(Xo), (A3) 
i 

where the first equality reflects the commutativity of the maximum operator, In the 
same way it can be shown that 

#B'(Yj) = max rain[max #A,(Xo ); #B,o(Y)] 
y i 

= max #~i,(Xo) =#A,o(XO). (A4) 
i 
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In the algorithm represented by eq. (A4) one first decides to which fuzzy input set Aio 
the input Xo "belongs" and only works out the corresponding rule (rule number io). 

Notice however that the equality of (A1) and (A4) does not yet permit the conclusion 
that the control actions Yd are equal in both cases. Herefore we have to examine the 
fuzzy output set: 

#a'(Y) =max min[#a,(Xo); #a,(Y)] (A5) 
i 

in greater detail. 
In case of three rules this fuzzy output set will have a configuration as shown in Fig. 

10 (thick line). 

p(y) 

i 4 ..Bj ...-r..E 
iJA~x~ ~ _  _ L  ~ . . . ~  

/ \ A I ::;-- 
PAT x~ 71 /r\_ ', l 

o - / !  - '"I"- , , i  i" 

j , l  

_ I , ,  I ,,i 's~ [" 
Y3max 

Fig. 10. Conf igu ra t ion  fuzzy ou tpu t  set. 

-y 

The action obtained by taking the maximurr over this fuzzy set is equal to the range 
Y2 max. Identically the computation of yj from the ~i*ernative algorithm: 

#B(Yi) = max min[max #A,(Xo ); #B,o(y )] (A 6 ) 
y i 

will give Y2max because #,12(Xo)=max/#,t,(Xo). 
Bearing Fig. 10 in mind it can be imagined that when there is more than one io for 

which 

#a,o(X o) = max #a,(Xo), 
i 

the action will be the same in both cases, namely several separate ranges Yioma,. This 
situation will occur when the input Xo happens to be at a point of intersection of 
neighbouring fuzzy input sets. Hence, in general, in both algorithms that range of 
control action yj will result for which 

#B'(Yj) =/zAio(Xo)= max #A~(Xo), (A 7) 
i 

which corresponds to the fuzzy output set 

#B'(Y) =min[#4,°(Xo);#Bi,,(Y)], (A8) 

because of the identity of eqs. (A3) and (A4). 
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This is the proof of identity between the algorithms of eqs. (A1) and (A4). 
Still bearing Fig. 10 in mind it can be observed that in case the mean of maxima 

decision procedure is applied to the computed range of control action y~, the final 
control actio~ will be the point Yd where 

#B,o(Yd) = m a x  #n,o(y) 
y 

(namely the mean of the maximum range 3'i) when one of the following (sufficient) 
conditions is satisfied: 

(a) ~/Aio(X 0 ) =  1, 

(b) /ZB,o(y) is symmetrical around its maximum Yd- 

Multiple inputs 

The two input fuzzy algorithm is defined by" 

Take action 

J 
yj/J, 

j = l  

for which 

• B O , j ) = m a x  max min[/za,(Xo);/ze,(dxo); #c,(Y)]. 
y i 

(A9) 

Analogously to the previous single input case the identity with a (two dimensional) 
multilevel relay can be proven to hold when eq. (A9)can be proven to be identical to 

/~B' (Yj) = max min[max #a,(Xo ); max #nj(dxo ); l~c,~o (y)]. 
), i j 

(AI0) 

By using the properties of associativit), and distributivity it can be shown that. 

rain[max #A~(Xo ); max gn~(dxo)] = max min [lt.t,(Xo ); #sj(dxo)]. 
i j i . j  

(All)  

Hence the condition under which (A10) is equal to (A9) is that the maximum over all 
rules (rule nu~'aber i) is equal to the maximum over all fuzzy input sets (input numbers i 
and j). In other words: 

(c) The fuzzy control algorithm has to consist of an exhaustive set of linguistic rules; 
there should be a rule for every combination of fuzzy input sets (Ai and Bj). 
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The previously derived conditions are slightly changed into 

(a) max~#A,(Xo)=l and max~#Bj(dxo)=l 

(b) ~Uc,o~o(y) is symmetrical around its maximum. 

43 

It should be remarked that the merging of rules like "if A, then B" or (else)"if ,4 2 then 
B" into the form "if At or ,42 then B" is of no influence to condition (c) since 

min[max[/~A,(xo ); ]./A 2(Xo )]; fiB(Y)] 

= max[min [/UA, (Xo); ,uB(y )]; rain [-,UA 2(Xo ); ,ua(y )-]] 

because this is precisely the rule of distributivity 

( a v  b ) A c = ( a  AC)V (b ^c). 
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